
 

PS gene-editing shown to restore neural
connections lost in brain disorder
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Resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging data analysis pipeline.
Three cohorts of mice were scanned in the 9.4 Tesla Varian MRI scanner with
the bore size of 31 cm. FMRI raw data were acquired using the 2D gradient echo-
based echo planer imaging (GE-EPI) sequence with a nominal spatial resolution
of 0.25 × 0.25 × 0.5 mm3 and temporal resolution of 1 s. Three to five fMRI
runs were acquired for each mouse with 5 min acquisition for each run. Raw
fMRI images were preprocessed using the standard fMRI preprocessing pipeline
and thereafter normalized to Allen mouse atlas. By using labeled brain regions as
seedings, Pearson’s correlations were calculated between the seeding region and
all fMRI voxels to generate RSNs. The region-to-region correlations were also
calculated to derive the correlation matrix, which can be visualized using circular
graph. Logistic regression was then conducted on either the correlation matrices
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or the RSNs for each cohort to generate spatial and ROI (region of interest)
classifiers that were used to predict the three cohorts. Credit: Scientific Reports
(2023). DOI: 10.1038/s41598-023-39939-0

A new study from the University of Minnesota is the first to demonstrate
the ability for gene therapy to repair neural connections for those with
the rare genetic brain disorder known as Hurler syndrome. The findings
suggest the use of gene therapies—an entirely new standard for
treatment—for those with brain disorders like Hurler syndrome, which
have a devastating impact on those affected.

The study was published in Scientific Reports.

Hurler syndrome, also known as mucopolysaccharidosis type I (MPS I),
is a genetic disorder affecting newborns that leads to severe cognitive
deficiencies and severe physical abnormalities. Genetic mutations
disrupt synthesis of an essential lysosomal enzyme IDUA, resulting in
progressive brain damage. Death occurs by 10 years of age. Current
treatments are inadequate—bone marrow transplants are dangerous and
lifetime enzyme replacement fails to prevent progressive brain damage

U of M researchers evaluated a new form of gene therapy invented at the
University of Minnesota—the PS gene-editing system—in mice with
Hurler syndrome. This approach created very high, continuous levels of
normal enzymes in the liver that can enter the brain via the circulatory
system. Using high resolution resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI)—a
safe, noninvasive and whole-brain activity imaging tool for diagnosis and
post-treatment evaluation—investigators first identified neural networks
that were disrupted. Next, they assessed the extent to which brain
functions and connectivity were restored following the gene therapy.
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The investigators observed the new approach of PS gene-editing
produced normal enzymes from the liver that were able to sustain normal
connections within specific neural networks. The technology needed for
high resolution rs-fMRI brain connectome imaging was developed by
Wei Zhu, a graduate student in the University's Center for Magnetic
Resonance Research.

Walter Low, a co-senior author and professor in the U of M Medical
School, referred to the study as a breakthrough, noting, "This is the first
demonstration of a gene therapy that has corrected a neurological
disorder resulting in the restoration of brain connectivity as confirmed
by rs-fMRI."

"A similar rs-fMRI approach as applied in this preclinical study should
be translatable to the clinical setting and patients, especially for those
with genetic brain disorders, and for examining the efficacy of brain
network restoration and function after gene treatment," said Wei Chen, a
co-senior author and professor in the U of M Medical School and Center
for Magnetic Resonance Research.

"The aeonic production of normal IDUA in the liver of mice with Hurler
syndrome and the ability to traffic enzymes across the blood-brain
barrier to correct abnormalities in the brain is a significant
achievement," added Chester Whitley, a co-author and professor in the
U of M Medical School.

"This new approach will enable the monitoring of brain connectivity in
other lysosomal disorders that affect brain function following gene-
editing," stated Perry Hackett, a co-author and professor in the College
of Biological Sciences.

Other participants in this study include Lin Zhang, an associate professor
in the School of Public Health; Ying Zhang, an informatics analyst in the
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Minnesota Supercomputing Institute; Xiao-Hong Zhu, a professor in the
U of M Medical School and Center for Magnetic Resonance Research;
Isaac Clark, a graduate student in the Biomedical Engineering Program;
and Li Ou, a former faculty member in the U of M Medical School.

  More information: Wei Zhu et al, Mapping brain networks in MPS I
mice and their restoration following gene therapy, Scientific Reports
(2023). DOI: 10.1038/s41598-023-39939-0
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